WRESTLERS TO TRYOUT TODAY AND TOMORROW
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FOXTROT AT A FORMAL BALL.

FANFARE.

I read the story over and over. Each time with more seriousness ever. Till at last the story sank to the bottom of my mind. Like a closed out of the able.

Poor Pan,-she sat in the gallery, looked out over the throng. And as she looked, he wondered and her heart broke. And she guessed just what was wrong.

It is true, Pan, diamonds were lacking.

And a "hump-back" could rule one sea, your breath, in truth.

For that's the way it should be.

They have been to France and Cali-

Attended the Hop and the Ball.

And they have tried Bluebirds and Vanity.

Indeed, all. Their beyond.

Of course experience has taught them. And Pan, although you may smile, they are satisfied, contented, and happy.

A present data is worth while.

A-FIN-WEAKER.

It is evident that although Pan and the Fin-weaker differ entirely regarding formal dances, and develop-

But they, that they can dance as far as their poetical ability is con-

SPEAKING OF DEMOCRACY.

In the middle of a little wrangle about the democracy of a University party comes a communication from the American Relief Administration, 42 Broadway, New York, which carries a conception of social democracy which implies more than a common opportunity of wearing white how seers, and tasting coffee form a real.

Through the college students of America, Herbert Hoover seek for the aid of students of European Universities, who, unable to work for their own support on account of ordinary different economic condition, are starting. Reports for the relief and administration say that 100,000 stu-
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Now comes the news that a window washer who has inherited two hundred thousand dollars intends to keep right on washing windows.

Thousands of men and women serve this University every year and are never heard of again. The College is having its say right now.

“DOUG’S LAUGH PLUS SMART LADY MAKES FILM ENJOYABLE.”

Miss Floyd tells her story.

“DEAN’S LAUGH PLUS SMART LADY MAKES FILM ENJOYABLE.”

“DOUG’S LAUGH PLUS SMART LADY MAKES FILM ENJOYABLE.”

“A Quotable and Thoughtful Person,”

Douglas Fairbanks

As the best outlet, the American Relief Administration has put all his fortune. She becomes equal to indifferent to a match with a Vega.

During this time the officials and in-

The lady in question is Susartina Lol-

She is not a question of desirable
calling. Her activities are not the result of an aim to unravel the life of the dead.

And they of the province have been stirred by the daring of a captain, known as Zorro, who is a wife. But her son, Don Diego, finds him.

No sooner have these adventures begun, than the college student finds himself among the throng.

For the college student is a great individualist. He is, if you will, a natural poet.

The college student finds himself in the midst of a great and beautiful movement. He is part of the movement, for he is a natural poet, and as such he is a natural poet.
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If you are having your picture taken
with some group at noon, why bother
by hurrying home only to discover that
lunch is over. A choice of three de-
licious 50c luncheons is offered at
The Mad Hatters Tea Room
Lunch 11-1:30
Afternoon Tea
Supper 5-9

FUNCTIONS AT
THE JEFFERSON
are bound to be successful. You
can rest assured that your sur-
roundings, service and cuisine will
be of the highest.

Hotel Jefferson
E. A. FEENEY, Mgr.

Price Bottom Reached
SALE OF DRESSES
Commencing Friday, January 14
$25 to $45 Values now $19.50
$35 to $55 Values now $25.00
$45 to $65 Values now $35.00
$55 to $95 Values now $45.00

Helen Donovan’s Shop
Across from the Campus
Watch for Notice of
Dress Sale

The World is Growing Sweeter
—and sweets are very much cheaper,
for 3 more days at Reichardt's.
Pay for a pound and get a pound and a half.

Exactly the same as 33 1-3% off on all box candies
Fresh Stock
The Best Brands
Reich's Chocolate
Shop
The most Complete Line of Chocolates in Iowa City

Mr. John Barrymore
Says---

October the fifteenth
1 9 2 0
My dear Mr. Griffith:
I have for the second time seen your picture.
Any personal praise of yourself or your acting
regarding the picture I would naturally consid-
er redundant and a little like carrying coals to
Newcastle.
Anyway, I imagine you are so used to it
that it would only bore you to death.
I have not the honor of knowing Miss Gish
personally and I am afraid that any expression
of feeling addressed to her she might consider
impertinent. I merely wish to tell you that her
performance in “Way Down East” seems to me
to be the most superlatively EXQUISITE AND
POIGNANTLY ENCHAINING THING THAT I
HAVE EVER SEEN IN MY LIFE.
I remember seeing Mrs. Duse in this country many
years ago, when I imagine she must have been
at the height of her powers—also Madame Bernardi—and for sheer technical brilliancy
and great emotional projection, done with AN
ALMOST UNCANNY SIMPLICITY AND SIN-
CERITY of method, it is great fun and a great
pleasure. It is a PRECISELY THE SAME
ENCHANTING ANDтельный QUALITY OF
ART WORK WHICH MRS. DUSE AND
MADAME BERNARDI HAVE, with beautiful voices and
of course the drop of water from the hand.
I wonder if you would be good enough to
order Miss Mississip from all of us who are trying
do the best we know how in the theatre. Be-
love me;
Yours very sincerely,
(Signed) JOHN BARRYMORE.
(Thus speaks a man who has PROVEN his
authority by achievements that have raised him
to the position of the greatest artist of the Eng-
ish-speaking stage, concerning “Way Down East,”
in a benevolent appeal to the Angelier Theatre.)